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MICO, Incorporated designs, manufactures and 
markets hydraulic components, controls, and brake 
systems, primarily for off-road markets. 
We have manufacturing facilities in:

 • North Mankato, Minnesota, U.S.A.
      (ISO 9001 & 14001 Certifi ed)
 • Ontario, California, U.S.A.
 • Empalme, Sonora, Mexico

      (ISO 9001 Certifi ed)

Many of the world’s largest off-highway OEMs value 
the knowledgeable staff at MICO and work with us to 
make their products better. Our custom-engineered 
products are designed with the customer require-
ments as the primary driver. It is our intent to help 
customers build their systems with our expertise in 
hydraulic components, braking systems, and con-
trols. Our goal is to meet or exceed our customers’ 
expectations in every aspect of our business.

Product lines we specialize in include:
 • Actuators
 • Brakes
 • Brake Locks
 • Controls
 • Cylinders
 • Master Cylinders
 • Valves

MICO continuously strives for improvement, while 
remaining a quality leader in our fi eld. We have been 
a successful business for over 60 years. Privately 
owned and customer driven. We look forward to 
working with you!

What we offer is. . .

Your Satisfaction

Engineering Excellence

Manufacturing Expertise

World Class Service

2
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Quality

Custom

Durable

Accurate

Innovative

Experienced

Integrated

Valued

MICO designs, manufactures, and markets hydraulic components, controls, and brake 
systems, primarily for off-road markets.
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Brakes
Caliper Disc
MICO® Caliper Disc 
Brakes are either a fl oat-
ing or fi xed design. Models 
are available for use with 
both brake fl uid and 
mineral base hydraulic oil. 
There are three different 
series of MICO® Caliper 
Disc Brakes - 515, 520, 
and 530. 

515 Series Calipers are 
a fl oating type design. 
They mount over a rotor 
disc using either pins or 
shoulder bolts. One side of 
the caliper is actuated to 
provide clamping force.

520 Series Calipers are 
a fi xed type design. Each 
side of the caliper contains 
a piston that actuates to 
provide clamping force.

530 Series Calipers are 
a fl oating type design that 
use belleville springs to 
apply the brake and 
hydraulic pressure to 
release it. Models are 
available with hydraulic 
apply. One side of the 
caliper is actuated to 
provide clamping force.

MICO® Caliper Disc 
Brakes are ideal for 
providing primary, 
emergency, and second-
ary braking for applica-
tions in the agriculture, 
construction, mining, and 
forestry industries.

Spring Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
515 Series
Floating design. Belleville springs
apply these brakes and hydraulic 
pressure releases them. Used with
5/16 to 1/2 inch thick rotor disc of 6 inch 
diameter or larger. Used as parking and/or 
emergency brake.

Mechanical Apply Caliper 
Disc Brakes
515 Series
Floating design. Mechanical lever 
and cam system applies and releases 
these brakes. Uses a 5/16 to 1/2 inch thick
rotor disc of 6 inch diameter or larger. Ideal for 
secondary, emergency, and industrial applications.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Caliper Disc 
Brake Catalog
84-515-535

Hydraulic Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
515 Series
Floating design. Modulated 
hydraulic pressure applies and 
releases these brakes. Uses a 
3/8 to 1/2 inch thick rotor disc of 6 inch 
diameter or larger. Provides braking for 
applications in the agriculture, construction, 
mining, and forestry industries.

Hydraulic Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
520 Series
Fixed caliper designs with 
2 3/8 inch diameter opposing 
pistons. Uses a 1/2 inch thick 
rotor disc of 9 to 36 inch diameter. 
Uses modulated hydraulic pressure
source to apply the brake.

Hydraulic Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
520 Series
Fixed caliper designs with 
2 1/2 inch diameter opposing 
pistons. Uses a rotor disc of 9 inch 
to unlimited diameter. Can be used
with straight rail to provide full lining to surface
contact. Uses modulated hydraulic pressure 
source to apply the brake.

Hydraulic Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
520 Series
Fixed caliper designs. Lightweight
aluminum housing with 2 1/2 inch 
diameter opposing pistons. Uses 
1/2 inch thick rotor disc of 10 to 
24 inch diameter. Mounts fl ush with torque 
member. Large surface area linings can be 
replaced without separating housing halves. 
Uses modulated hydraulic pressure source to 
apply the brake.

Hydraulic Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
520 Series
Fixed design split caliper with
3 1/2 inch diameter opposing
pistons. Standard 1/2 inch thick
spacer can be replaced to allow for
desired rotor disc thicknesses with diameters
of 12 to 36 inch. Large surface area linings
can be replaced without separating 
housing halves.

Spring Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
530 Series
Floating design. Belleville springs
apply this type brake and hydraulic
pressure releases it. Uses a 5/16 to
1/2 inch thick rotor disc of 9 inch
diameter or larger. Used as parking
and/or emergency brake.

Hydraulic Apply Caliper Disc Brakes
530 Series
Floating design. Modulated
hydraulic pressure applies and
releases this brake. Uses a 
1/2 inch thick rotor disc of 9 inch
diameter or larger. Used as parking
and/or emergency brake.

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.
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Multiple Disc
MICO® Multiple Disc 
Brakes are fully 
enclosed units that use 
coil springs and multiple 
friction discs to produce 
braking torque. These 
brakes are applied by coil 
springs and released 
using hydraulic pressure. 
Maximum brake torque is 
achieved when hydrau-
lic release pressure is 
zero. These brakes are 
self-applying in that any 
function which reduces 
hydraulic release pressure 
will begin to initiate brake 
clamping force.

These brakes are 
manufactured using 
high strength ductile iron 
housings with nitrile case 
and shaft seals to keep 
outside contaminants from 
entering the brake. Spline 
shafts are constructed of 
heat-treated 8620 steel 
and available in a number 
of different confi gurations. 
Available in SAE A, B, C 
or D mounts with torque 
ranges from 113 to 
2825 Nm (1000 to 
25,000 lbin) and release 
pressures from 6.9 to 
34.5 bar (100 to 500 PSI).

Typical applications 
include a parking brake 
function or braking of a 
motor on manlifts, 
scissor lifts, winches, 
swing drives, and other 
low speed vehicles 
and equipment.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Multiple Disc 
Brake Catalog
84-500-001

A-Mount Multiple Disc Brakes
Modular Design
Large diameter spline shaft 
virtually eliminates spline battering. 
Low release pressures make these 
brakes ideal for use with closed loop 
hydrostatic systems. Unique balanced 
piston design.

B-Mount Multiple Disc Brakes
Narrow Design
Dry design B-Mount brakes are
extremely compact. Some models
available with optional pressure
override feature for limited service 
braking. Non-metallic or sintered bronze 
friction materials also available. Wet option 
available for some models.

C-Mount Multiple Disc Brakes
Modular Design
Modular brakes have low release
pressures. Ideal for use with
closed loop hydrostatic systems.
Numerous mounting confi gurations
available. Unique balanced piston 
design. Wet versions are also available.

D-Mount Multiple Disc Brakes
Modular Design
Simple four-bolt mounting con-
fi gurations. Models for either 
wet design or dry design 
applications. Unique balanced 
piston design. Low release 
pressures make these brakes ideal
for use with closed-loop hydrostatic systems.

Compact Wheel Mount
Multiple Disc Brakes
These dry design, compact wheel
mount brakes with integral hub,
allows for direct mounting of the
wheel hub to the brake. Tapered and
keyed shafts are available. Closed
input or motor input mounting face
available. A wet brake option with
pressure override (service braking)
is also available. High radial loading
capacity makes these brakes ideal for
vehicles such as scissor lifts.

Large Wheel Mount
Multiple Disc Brakes
Motor Input
The dry wheel mount brake
design provides for direct mount-
ing of the wheel to the tapered
and keyed output shaft of the brake.
Closed input designs also available.

Driveline Multiple Disc Brakes
Driveline multiple disc brakes
with wet design. Has
tapered roller bearings for
high radial and thrust loads.
Developed to retrofi t drum/caliper
driveline parking brakes. Features
a lining wear indicator port. Internal
through-shaft designs available.

r
es

Closed Output Motor Brakes
Low cost brakes with high torque 
capacity. Mates with Parker
Nichols and Sauer Danfoss
through-shaft motors.

Posi-torque Winch Brakes
Modular Design
Designed primarily for use on
hydraulically driven winch 
systems. These brakes combine
the benefi ts of one-way winch-
ing, positive load positioning and
"run-away" protection.

Pressure Override Brakes
Modular Design
Modulated with automotive
type master cylinder or 
hydraulic valve for service braking.
Parking brake function included.
B or C mount available. Wet
versions are also available.

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Brakes
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Brake Actuation
Master Cylinders
MICO® Master Cylinders
are single piston, straight-
bore type with a return 
spring, and are available 
with or without an integral 
reservoir. Most cylinders 
are available as brake 
fl uid or mineral base 
hydraulic oil models 
and in a variety of 
mounting styles.

MICO® Two-stage Master 
Cylinders are integrally 
designed to incorporate 
the advantage of a large 
piston for fl uid volume 
and a small piston for 
high pressure. Transfer 
from the volume piston to 
the pressure piston is 
accomplished by means 
of a metered pressure 
relief valve.

Two-stage Master 
Cylinders are commonly
used on equipment that
require larger volumes 
than provided by conven-
tional master cylinders.

Boosted Master Cylinders 
are used on machinery 
that requires higher 
pressures than typically 
provided by master 
cylinders or two-stage 
master cylinders.

Straight Bore Master Cylinders
Cylinders have a 1 inch bore
diameter and a 1.13 inch or
1.44 inch effective stroke.

Straight Bore Master Cylinders
Cylinders have a 1 inch bore
diameter and a 1.44 inch
effective stroke.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Master
Cylinder Catalog
84-001-001

Straight Bore Master Cylinders
Cylinders have a 1.75 inch 
bore diameter and a 
1.44 inch effective stroke.

Straight Bore Master Cylinders
Cylinders have a 1.5 inch 
bore diameter and a 
1.5 inch effective stroke.

Straight Bore Master Cylinders
Cylinders have a 0.75 inch 
bore diameter and a 
1.3 inch effective stroke.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore combinations for these
cylinders are 1.25 inch over
0.75 inch or 1.375 inch over
0.875 inch. The effective
stroke is 1.25 inch.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these cylinders
are 1.5 inch over 0.75 inch or
1.5 inch over 0.875 inch.
Effective stroke is 1.44 inch.

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these
cylinders are 1.75 inch over
0.875 inch, 1.75 inch over
1 inch, or 1.75 inch over
1.125 inch. Effective stroke
is 1.44 inch.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these
cylinders are 1.75 inch over
1 inch or 1.75 inch over
1.125 inch. Effective 
stroke is 1.44 inch.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these
cylinders are 1.75 inch over
1 inch or 1.75 inch over
1.125 inch. Effective stroke
is 1.44 inch.
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Brake Actuation
Slave and Wheel
Cylinders
MICO® Hydraulic Slave
Cylinders and Wheel
Cylinders are small bore,
short stroke cylinders
used for remote clutch
and brake actuation. They 
are available in a variety 
of strokes, mountings, and 
bores. Most cylinders are
available as brake fl uid
or mineral base hydraulic
oil models.

These cylinders are used
in industrial applications
for holding, clamping, 
and latching. They are 
also used in off-highway 
applications.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Slave and
Wheel Cylinder
Brochure
80-100-001

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these
cylinders are 1.75 inch over
1 inch or 1.75 inch over
1.125 inch. Effective
stroke is 1.44 inch.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these 
cylinders are 1.5 inch over 
0.75 inch or 1.5 inch over 
0.875 inch. Effective 
stroke is 1.44 inch.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these
cylinders are 1.75 inch 
over 1 inch or 1.25 inch 
over 1.125 inch. Effective 
stroke is 1.44 inch.

Two-stage Master Cylinders
Bore diameters for these
cylinders are 2.25 inch 
over 1 inch or 2.25 inch 
over 1.125 inch. 
Effective stroke is 2 inch.

Open Center Boosted 
Master Cylinders
Permits the brake system
to develop up to twice
the hydraulic pressure
present in the main hydraulic system. 
Bore diameter is 1.62 inch and effective stroke
is 1.5 inch.

Boosted Dual Master Cylinders
(with steering assist)
These cylinders are used to
modulate output pressures
up to 1500 PSI. Intended
for brake systems with
brake assisted steering.

Slave Cylinders
Cylinders have a 0.62 inch
bore diameter and models
with  2.06, 2.15, or 2.44
inch effective strokes.

Slave Cylinders
Cylinders available with 0.62,
0.75, 1, or 1.06 inch bore
diameters and 0.5, 0.75, or
1 inch effective strokes.

Slave Cylinders
Cylinders have a 1 inch
bore diameter and a 1.75
inch effective stroke.

Wheel Cylinders
Cylinders available with 1.38,
1.5, or 1.75 inch bore
diameters and 0.82 or 1.32
inch effective strokes.

Drive Axle Cylinders
These cylinders provide 
hydraulic control to apply 
and release axle brakes. 
For use with a variety of 
CNH Power Components 
drive axles.
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Brake Actuation
Two Fluid Actuators
The MICO® Two Fluid
Actuators combine a
booster section with a
master cylinder section
in a single unit. These
actuators allow the 
booster section to use 
one type of fl uid and the 
master cylinder section 
another. This feature 
enables the booster 
section to be powered by 
an existing mineral base 
hydraulic oil circuit while 
maintaining use of DOT 
brake fl uid in the rest of 
the system.

With the same pedal 
effort, MICO® Two 
Fluid Actuators provide 
higher output pressure 
than non-boosted 
master cylinders.

Boosted Straight Bore 
Master Cylinders
Can develop brake
line pressure up to
1800 PSI. Master
cylinder bore diameters 
available as 1.25, 1.5, 1.75,
or 2.25 inch.

Boosted Straight Bore 
Master Cylinders
Can develop
brake line pressure
up to 1650 PSI.
Master Cylinder
bore diameters
available as 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, or 2.25 inch.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Two Fluid
Actuator Catalog
84-460-007

Boosted Tandem Straight Bore 
Master Cylinders
Can develop brake
line pressure up
to 1600 PSI.
Master Cylinder
bore diameters
available as 1.25 or 1.75 inch.

Boosted Two-Stage Master Cylinders
Can develop brake
line pressures up
to 2500 PSI.
Two-stage master
cylinder bore
diameter com-
binations are
1.75 inch over 0.875 inch, 1.75 inch over
1 inch, 1.75 inch over 1.25 inch, or 2.25 inch
over 1.25 inch.

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

75

s

Power Brake Actuator
Compact cylinders designed
for use on vehicles
equipped with open
center hydraulic
system. The system
requirements are a supply
of 0.7 to 4 GPM at 335 PSI
to obtain the set brake limit pressure. Master 
cylinder bore diameter is 1.06 inch. Uses only 
hydraulic oil.
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Brake Actuation
Air/Hydraulic 
Actuators
MICO® Air/Hydraulic
Actuators combine a large 
surface area air chamber 
with a smaller diameter 
bore master cylinder or 
actuator. They allow the 
use of a pressurized air 
source to produce high 
hydraulic pressure.

These actuators can be
used on a variety of
vehicles and industrial
applications within the
construction, material
handling, mining, forestry 
and agriculture markets.

Unique application: A 
towed vehicle that is 
hydraulically braked and 
equipped with an air/
hydraulic actuator can 
utilize the air-actuated 
brakes of the vehicle that 
is towing it.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Air/Hydraulic
Actuator Catalog
84-460-006

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Air/Hydraulic Actuators
(master cylinder with air chamber)
Master cylinders are single
acting with one piston.
Bore diameter is 1.25
inch and effective
stroke is 1.38 inch. Air
chambers are 12 in2 and 16 in2.

Air/Hydraulic Actuators
(actuator with air chamber)
Actuator has single
acting piston.
Provides either one
of two pressure
sources to operate
a slave cylinder,
brake, or other device.
Bore diameters are 1.13 and 1.5 inch and
effective stroke is 1.44 inch. Air chambers
are 12 in2, 16 in2,  24 in2, and 30 in2.

Air/Hydraulic Actuators
(master cylinder with air chamber)
Conventional master 
cylinder and air chamber.
Bore diameter is 1.75
inch and effective
stroke is 2.25 or 2.45
inch. Air chambers
are 30 in2 and 36 in2.

Air/Hydraulic Actuators
(master cylinder with air chamber)
Large straight bore master
cylinder. Bore diameter is
1.75 inch and effective
stroke is 1.75 inch.
Air chamber is 12 in2.

er
s

Air/Hydraulic Actuators
(master cylinder with air chamber)
Internal valving enhances
bleeding and extends
normal service life of the
primary seal. Actuator
has 1.5 inch bore
diameter and 2 inch
effective stroke. Air
chamber sizes from 20 in2 to 36 in2.
Designed with a built-in stroke indicator.

Air/Hydraulic Actuators
(actuator with air chamber)
Bore diameter of 1.75
inch and effective
stroke of either 2.13
or 2.44 inch. Air
chambers are 20 in2

and 36 in2.

Air/Hydraulic Actuators
(actuator with air chamber)
Actuator has single
acting piston. Bore
diameter is 1.5 inch 
and effective stroke 
is 1.44 inch. Air 
chamber is 24 in2.
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Brake Actuation
Remote Actuators
MICO® Remote Actuators 
are typically used to 
actuate a brake or clutch 
from two locations when 
two master cylinders are 
used. They prevent the 
transfer of fl uid from one 
system to another system.

These actuators are 
available in hand, foot, 
or hydraulically oper-
ated models. They can be 
used in combination with 
a remote reservoir to ac-
commodate accessibility.

Pressure intensifi ers are
ideal for applications 
where a low pressure
hydraulic source is 
available and a small 
displacement of high 
pressure hydraulic fl uid
is required.

Remote Actuators
(hydraulically operated)
Actuated by a remote
hydraulic pressure source
such as a master cylinder.
Bore sizes of 1 or 1.5 inch available with
effective stroke of 0.47, 0.52, 1, or 2.25 inch.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Remote
Actuator Catalog
84-460-001

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Remote Actuators
(hydraulically operated)
Mechanical devices which
link the vehicle hydraulics
with the brake system.
Available in two different
bore sizes and are capable of
displacing 1.77 to 2.9 in3 per side.

Remote Actuators
(hand control operated)
Non-ratchet type lever with
clevis and linkage arrangement
exerts force on actuator push
rod. When application pressure is
released the fl oating piston assem-
bly is forced back by a return spring.
Rugged heavy-duty construction.

is
em-
pring.
n.

Remote Actuators
(hand control operated)
Ratchet type lock-
release mechanism in
the handle locks lever
in position. When 
application pressure is released,
actuator piston assembly is forced back by a
return spring. Rugged heavy-duty construction.

Remote Actuators
(pedal operated)
These actuators have a
bore of 1.25 inch and an 
effective stroke of 1.87
inch. Designed for use
with optional remote 
fl uid reservoir.

Remote Actuators
(pedal operated)
These actuators have
a 1.25 inch bore and
effective displacement
of 1 inch. Right side 
and centered pedal 
models available.

Remote Actuators
(pedal and linkage operated)
These actuators have a 1.25
or 1.5 inch bore and
effective stroke of 1.44
inch. Actuated by various
types of mechanical linkage.

Pressure Intensifi ers
Output to input pressure
ratios of 1:1, 2:1, 5:1,
and 9:1. Ideal for disc
brake applications and
various industrial applications. Assist section
and cylinder section can use different fl uid types.
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Brake Actuation
Brake Locks
MICO® Brake Locks are
to be used in conjunction 
with a vehicle’s mechani-
cal parking brake. They 
function as a supple-
mental brake holding 
device and are not 
intended to be used for 
prolonged parking.

All MICO® Brake Locks
include a low pressure
warning switch. The
switch is connected to
a visual and audible alarm 
to alert the operator of an 
unsafe reduction in locked 
brake pressure.

Several types of brake
locks are available for use 
on single, dual, split, or 
anti-lock brake systems.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Brake Lock
Application Guide
80-950-152

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Lever Locks
Lever locks are one-way
check valves which lock
fl uid under pressure in the
selected brakes. Hand operation
leaves the operator’s feet free for 
clutch and throttle pedal operation.

on

Twist Locks
Functionally the same
as a lever lock. The twist
lock has a rotary action handle.
The push rod is sealed and
lubricated with silicone grease for
tough environmental applications.

le.

e for

Cable Locks
Functionally the same
as lever locks and twist
locks. The cable lock is cable
operated for remote mountings
when space under the dash is limited.

able
tings

Dual Cable Locks
Dual locks have a
pair of indepen-
dent one-way
check valves. They
can provide 4-wheel lockup
for hydraulic dual brake systems 
or rear wheel ABS, as well as 2-wheel lockup 
for hydraulic 3 and 4 channel ABS.

ks

ockup

691 Brake Lock Systems
These systems lock hydraulic pressure in the
service brakes to supplement the vehicles’s 
mechanical parking brake. They can also function 
as an interlock to apply pressure to the service 
brakes when other vehicle mounted equipment
is being used.

Electric Brake Locks
Installed directly into the
vehicle’s service brake system.
Activated by a fl ip of a toggle
switch located within reach of
the operator. When the brakes are
applied, the brake lock acts as a one-way
check valve and holds pressure in the brakes
until the lock is released and brakes are
manually applied.

Surge Brake Lockout
Acts as an electrically 
activated check valve between
a trailer's surge actuator and
wheel brakes. Allows the trailer
to be backed-up and not have the
trailers brakes apply. Can be controlled
semi-automatically or manually.
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Valves
Modulating
Brake Valves
MICO® Modulating 
Hydraulic Power Brake 
Valves provide directional 
control of brake system 
pressure. They also 
provide the operator with a 
“pedal feel” proportional to 
brake system pressure.

These valves are 
designed for use with 
vehicles that are equipped 
with other hydraulic power 
devices. This feature 
eliminates the need for 
a separate power brake 
unit or separate hydraulic 
fl uid system.

There are single valves
for single brake systems, 
tandem valves for split 
brake systems, valves with 
pilot sections, and reverse 
modulating valves.

MICO offers modulating
valves in a spool design
and a poppet design.
Although there are 
inherent benefi ts to both, 
the spool design provides 
lower hysteresis while the 
poppet design provides 
very low leakage.

Modulating valves can 
be operated by pedal, 
lever, cable, cam, pilot 
pressure, and electro-
mechanical devices.

Single Modulating Valves
(spool design)
When used with a properly sized
accumulator and MICO® Accumulator
Charge Valve, can provide normal and
emergency power-off braking in a variety of
open center, closed center, and load sensing
hydraulic systems.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Hydraulic
Brake Valves 
Catalog
84-466-001

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Tandem Modulating Valves
(spool design)
Operates similar to the single modu-
lating valves, except two independent
pressure outputs are provided. If either
half of a dual brake system fails, the
other half will continue to provide
braking function.

Tandem Modulating Valves
with pilot (spool design)
These valves are similar to the tan-
dem modulating valves above,
however, they include a pilot apply
section. The pilot apply provides an
additional method for brake applica-
tion through a hydraulic signal from
a remote location.

Reverse Modulating Valves
(spool design)
Reverse modulating valves are used
in negative braking systems for
controlled actuation of a spring
apply/hydraulic release service
brake. As the pedal is applied, pres-
sure to the brake is reduced causing
the brake to engage.

s

d

-
g

Modulating Valves
(poppet design)
The poppet design modulating valves
provide the same basic functions as
the spool design modulating valves.
They do have some inherent design benefi ts
such as high fl ow rate capabilities at high
modulating pressures and low internal leakage.

Reverse Modulating Valves
(poppet design)
Having the benefi ts of a poppet
design valve, these reverse mod-
ulating valves function the same as
the spool design reverse modulating
valve. As the pedal is applied, output
pressure is reduced. 

as
ing
put

Dual Power Brake Valves for
Steering Assist
Provides steering assist power
braking with one pedal applied
or full power braking with both
pedals applied. Patented design pro-
duces equally balanced brake pressures
when both pedals are applied.

Hystat Brake Valves
Developed to de-stroke the 
hydrostatic transmission and then 
apply the vehicle brakes. As the 
valve is released, the brakes 
release and the hydrostatic 
transmission re-engages.

Relay Valves
These valves allow remote 
actuation of brake pressure with a
hydraulic pilot signal. Various
reaction areas in combination with several
input areas can provide a wide variety of input
to output pressures.

Hydraulic over air Relay Valves
These valves modulate air brake 
pressure to control an air braked 
trailer from a hydraulically braked 
towing vehicle that has an air 
power source.
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Valves
Accumulator
Charge Valves
MICO® Accumulator 
Charging Valves supply 
oil to an accumulator from 
an open center circuit on 
demand at a preset rate.

MICO has accumulator 
charging valves for use 
in open center hydraulic 
systems and load sens-
ing hydraulic systems. 
Some models have a 
built-in relief valve to 
limit the main hydraulic 
system pressure.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Accumulator
Charging Valve
Catalog
84-463-001

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Full Power Brake Valves
Integrates the function of an
accumulator charge valve with
a modulating valve. Excess fl ow
may be used to power other hydraulic
functions. Thus, eliminating the need for 
a separate power brake unit or hydraulic 
system fl uid.

Park Brake Valves
(with auto apply)
Provides added safety for
operator and vehicle by
controlling actuation of a spring
apply, hydraulic release park brake. These
valves sense accumulator brake pressure 
and automatically apply the brakes at a 
predetermined pressure. They can also be 
operated manually.

Single Accumulator Charging Valves
Designed for installation in
open center hydraulic systems,
these valves use an internal
spool valve to control hydraulic
system fl ow to pressurize 
an accumulator.

Dual Accumulator Charging Valves
Essentially the same functions
as the single accumulator
charging valves, these valves
monitor accumulator pressure
and control hydraulic system
fl ow to pressurize accumulators from
two independent accumulator ports.

Single and Dual Accumulator 
Charging Valves (with relief)
The function of these valves
is the same as either the single
or dual charging valves above.
However, a main hydraulic system
relief valve is incorporated.

)

Single and Dual Accumulator
Charging Valves - Load Sensing
Used in load sensing hydraulic
circuits. These valves send a
load sense signal to a load
compensated pump. The
charging function is the same
as the single or dual charging valves.

Single and Dual Accumulator
Charging Valves - Load Sensing
(unloading)
Solenoid feature is desirable in
cold start conditions and marginal 
horsepower applications. It allows 
the machine to be started without 
immediately charging accumulators.
Available for single or dual accumulator charging.

Gear Pump integrated with Single or 
Dual Accumulator Charging Valve
An integrated package 
that features a MICO® 
Accumulator Charging Valve 
and hydraulic pump. The 
accumulator charging function
is the same as the single or dual 
charging valves.
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Controls
Electrohydraulic
Components 
and Systems
MICO offers electrohy-
draulic components, 
which include a variety 
of electronic pedal 
confi gurations, sensing 
and switch options, 
digital valve drivers, 
and a variety of electrohy-
draulic brake valves.

Typical applications for 
these products are drive-
by-wire, electrohydraulic 
braking, machines with 
multiple operator stations, 
remote control operation, 
or propel and inching 
pedals for hydrostatic 
drive systems. In throttle 
applications, the pedal can 
be confi gured to interface 
directly to the engine’s 
electronic control unit.

T-Series Valve Drivers
Programmed to work with
MICO® Electronic Pedals and
Electrohydraulic Brake Valves. 
Accepts dual inputs for redundancy 
and provides pulse width modulated current control 
outputs to drive electrohydraulic brake valves. 
Dither current is provided to optimize the perfor-
mance of an electrohydraulic brake system.

Additional
Literature:

MICO 
Electrohydraulic
Components 
Catalog
84-950-028

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Electronic Pedals with
Brake Valve Interface
Designed for use in electrohy-
draulic brake and/or electronic
throttle control applications.
Provides force feedback propor-
tional to pedal rotation. A
rotary sensor provides one
or more analog outputs that
are proportional to pedal
rotation. A variety of pedal
confi gurations and sensing
options are available.

EBV Series
Electrohydraulic Brake Valves
Full power valves for modulating output
pressures up to 207 bar 
(3000 PSI) in proportion 
to the input current.
As part of a full power 
brake system, these 
valves provide hydraulic 
power for normal and
emergency power-off braking in
electrohydraulic braking, anti-lock brake
systems, and traction control systems.

ABS and Traction Control systems
These hydraulic brake systems are
designed for vehicles requiring
up to 8-channels of ABS and
traction control. Systems such
as these provide shorter stop-
ping distances, improved vehicle
stability, and enhanced traction for
vehicles driven under extreme
operating conditions.

Transducers and Speed Sensors
Sense brake pressure and wheel
speed for use in ABS and traction
control systems.

Keypad and Panellettes
The keypad is a CAN based 
pack of eight switches with 
three LED's per switch. The 
panellettes are comprised 
of a switch and/or 
lamp assembly.
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Controls
Hydraulic
Throttle Controls
MICO® Throttle Controls 
are used to hydrauli-
cally control mechanical 
throttles in applications 
where the design fl exibility 
of hydraulics offers the 
machine designer advan-
tages not available with 
other systems.

Switches
MICO has a complete line 
of pressure, vacuum, and 
temperature switches. 
There are both elastomer 
diaphragm and piston 
style pressure switches. 
MICO also offers a 
differential switch.

Additional
Literature:

MICO Hydraulic 
Throttle Control
Product Bulletin
80-460-033

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

NASON Pressure Switches
Most of these switches feature a
long life elastomer diaphragm and
a high quality snap action switch.
Both low and high-pressure models
are available.

NASON Vacuum Switches
All of these switches feature a long
life elastomer diaphragm and a high
quality snap action switch. Factory
preset and fi eld adjustable models 
are available.

NASON Temperature Switches
Bi-metal immersion, snap disc, and
bellows mechanism type switches
are available. All of these switches
are factory preset as well as shock
and vibration resistant.

MICO® Pressure Switches
These are high-pressure, surge
resistant piston style switches.
They are heavy-duty, high impulse
pressure resistant switches.

MICO® Pressure Differential Switches
These switches sense differential
pressure and are typically con-
nected to the front and rear
portions of split brake systems.
If either side of the brake system
fails, the switch activates a warning signal,
which will stay on until the brakes are released.

Ratchet Handle Controls
These hand lever controls provide
locking ratchet and release
control for a variety of
applications. Can be
attached to remote actuators or cables.

p
e

Hydraulic Throttle Controls
Control engine throttle
position from a remote
location using hydraulics
when mechanical linkage
is prohibitive. Includes
pedal, actuator, reservoir,
and slave cylinder.
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Related Products

Additional
Literature:

MICO Quadrigage™
Promotional Sheet
80-740-001

MICO Digital
Pressure Gauge
Brochure
80-740-005

MICO Fluid
Reservoir
Promotional Sheet
80-920-001

MICO In-line
Residual Check
Valve Product
Bulletin
80-080-001

MICO Check Valve
Assembly Product
Bulletin
80-463-015

NOTE: MICO custom-engineers many products for specifi c 
applications. Not all MICO Products are listed in this 
brochure. Give us a call. We may already have what your 
are looking for.

Quadrigages
Devices used to measure hydraulic, air, and
vacuum pressure. The Quadrigage™ performs 
four gauge functions using three separate 
gauges. Depending on the Quadrigage™ 
model, the low pressure gauge measures 
vacuum to 30 inches Hg, as well as positive 
pressure to either 0 to 150 or 0 to 300 PSIG. 
The medium pressure gauge measures 
pressure to either 0 to 600 or 0 to 1000 PSIG. 
The high pressure gauge measures pressure 
to either 0 to 3000, 0 to 4000, 0 to 5000, or 0 
to 6000 PSIG.

Digital Pressure Gauges
A versatile and economical gauge that
meets ASME B40.7 standards. 1/2 percent
terminal point accuracy, pressure range of
0 to 10,000 PSI, nine engineering units of
measure, back-lighting, and more. 

Fluid Reservoirs
These fl uid reservoirs can be mounted
directly or remotely to a variety of
actuators in many types of hydraulic
systems. Two styles of fl uid reservoirs
are available, a rust proof metal design
and a high strength fi re resistant
translucent polyallomer design.

In-line Residual Check Valves
Residual check valves allow free fl ow of
hydraulic system fl uid in one direction while
maintaining a slight residual fl uid pressure
from the opposing side.

Check Valve Assembly
The check valve assembly is a compact, 
self-contained unit that includes a check 
valve and an inverted shuttle valve. Used 
in full power brake systems that have a 
requirement to store energy in two separate 
accumulator circuits.
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MOBEUS

Additional
Literature:

MICO 
Electrohydraulic
Components
Catalog
84-950-028

MOBEUS 
Promotional
Literature
80-950-276

From pedals to sensors, 
valves to actuators, 
controllers to advanced 
braking software, the 
MICO MOBEUS family 
of braking components, 
coupled with over sixty 
years of dedicated 
braking expertise and 
applications support, 
provide you with the 
power and flexibility 
to configure the best 
braking system for your 
heavy equipment. 

The MICO® MOBEUSTM family of braking 
components utilizes the integration 
of electronics to create improved 
performance and effi ciency for braking on 
and off-road machinery. 

The MOBEUS line of products include 
a complete range of sensors, actuators, 
valves, controllers, and software, all 
designed to work seamlessly together 
inside the vehicle network.

The safety and reliability that Antilock 
Braking (ABS), Traction Control (TC), 
and Electronic Stability Control (ESC) 
brought to the automotive industry in the 

past are now available to off-highway 
equipment builders.

MOBEUS ABS decreases the probability 
of wheel lock-up during braking and can 
increase the stability and steerability 
of the vehicle during a braking event.  
Traction Control provides intelligent 
control of wheel spin to assist a vehicle 
in slippery or diffi cult terrain.  Stability 
Control uses sensors to measure yaw 
rate and the centrifugal forces a vehicle 
encounters while turning and assists in 
corrective action to stabilize the vehicle.
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Full Power Hydraulic Brake System
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Dual Accumulators

Pressure Transducer
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Markets Served

Agricultural 
Equipment

Airport Support 
Vehicles

Crane/Swing Boom 
Equipment

Emergency 
Vehicles

Forestry Equipment

Heavy Construction

Material Handling 
Equipment

Marine Applications

Military Vehicles

Mining Equipment

Multi-Stop Delivery 
Vehicles

Railroad 
Equipment

Recreation 
Vehicles

Service and Utility 
Vehicles

Trailer Braking

Waste and 
Recycling Vehicles

Wind Power

Additional
Literature:

MICO Application
Illustrations
Catalog
84-950-025

In the global market of the 21st century, MICO has worked hard to develop 
strong business relationships all over the world. MICO has specialized in creating 
high-quality braking solutions for the off-highway market and will continue to do so 
as the needs of the world evolve. Our global population is growing rapidly, creating 
more development and higher demands for effi cient machinery in Agriculture, 
Construction, Mining, Military, and other related fi elds.

AGRICULTURE

CONSTRUCTION

MINING

AIRPORT 
SUPPORT

MATERIAL 
HANDLING

SERVICE 
VEHICLES

TRAILER 
BRAKING

FORESTRY

MILITARY
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Many of the world's largest 
off-highway OEMs value 
the knowledgeable staff at 
MICO and work with us to 
make their products better. 
Our custom-engineered 
products are designed 
with the customer 
requirements as the 
primary driver. It is our 
intent to help customers 
build their systems with 
our expertise in hydraulic 
components, braking 
systems and controls.

Our goal is to meet or 
exceed our customers' 
expectations in every 
aspect of our business.

Manufacturing Facility

Electrohydraulic Development Facility

Manufacturing Facility

MICO, Incorporated 
(Corporate Headquarters)  
1911 Lee Boulevard
North Mankato, MN U.S.A.
56003-2507
Toll Free: 1 800 477 6426 
Tel: +1 507 625 6426
Fax: +1 507 625 3212 
E-mail: micomail@mico.com

MICO Twin Cities
4001 Valley Industrial Blvd S, 
Suite B
Shakopee, MN U.S.A.
55379-1876

MICO West Division 
701 East Francis Street 
Ontario, CA U.S.A. 
91761-5514

MICO Mexico 
Maquilas Tetakawi
"Bellavista Industrial Park"
Building 40
International Highway 
Km 1969
Guadalajara - Nogales, Km 2
Empalme, Sonora, Mexico
C.P.85340 

Corporate Headquarters and Manufacturing Facility 
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MICO has made every attempt to present accurate information in 
catalogs, brochures, and other printed material. MICO can accept no 
responsibility for errors from unintentional oversights that may exist. 
Due to a continuous program of product improvement, both materials 
and specifi cations are subject to change without notice or obligation. 
Refer to www.mico.com for the most recent versions of our literature. 
If you have any further questions, please call MICO.

MICO, Incorporated
1911 Lee Boulevard
North Mankato, MN U.S.A. 56003-2507
Tel: +1 507 625 6426     Fax: +1 507 625 3212

Web Site: www.mico.com

MICO is a trademark and registered trademark of 
MICO, Inc. MICO is registered in the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Offi ce as well as in Australia, Canada, 
Indonesia, Japan, Peoples Republic of China, 
South Korea, and the European Community.

PRODUCT LINE:
Brakes
Caliper Disc Brakes
Multiple Disc Brakes

Brake Locks
Electric
Mechanical

Controls
Electronic Controls
Hydraulic Throttle Controls
Pedal Controls
Switches
Transducers/Sensors

Cylinders
Drive Axle Brake Actuators
Slave Cylinders
Wheel Cylinders

Master Cylinders
Boosted Cylinders
Hydraulically and Air Actuated
Straight Bore Cylinders
Two-Stage Cylinders

Valves
Accumulator Charging
Electrohydraulic Brake
Park Brake
Pressure Modulating

Miscellaneous Components
In-line Residual Check Valves
Pump with Integrated Valves
Reservoirs
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